Responses of MT and MST Neurons to One and Two Moving Objects in the Receptive Field

Recanzone, G. H., R. H. Wurtz, and U. Schwarz. Responses of MT and MST neurons to one and two moving objects in the receptive field. J. Neurophysiol. 78: 2904–2915, 1997. To test the effects of complex visual motion stimuli on the responses of single neurons in the middle temporal visual area (MT) and the medial superior temporal area (MST) of the macaque monkey, we compared the response elicited by one object in motion through the receptive field with the response of two simultaneously presented objects moving in different directions through the receptive field. There was an increased response to a stimulus moving in a direction other than the best direction when it was paired with a stimulus moving in the best direction. This increase was significant for all directions of motion of the non-best stimulus and the magnitude of the difference increased as the difference in the directions of the two stimuli increased. Similarly, there was a decreased response to a stimulus moving in a non-null direction when it was paired with a stimulus moving in the null direction. This decreased response in MT did not reach significance unless the second stimulus added to the null direction moved in the best direction, whereas in MST the decrease was significant when the second stimulus direction differed from the null by 90° or more. Further analysis showed that the two-object responses were better predicted by taking the averaged response of the neuron to the two single-object stimuli than by summation, multiplication, or vector addition of the responses to each of the two single-object stimuli. Neurons in MST showed larger modulations than did neurons in MT with stimuli moving in both the best direction and in the null direction and the average better predicted the two-object response in area MST than in area MT. This indicates that areas MT and MST probably use a similar integrative mechanisms to create their responses to complex moving visual stimuli, but that this mechanism is further refined in MST. These experiments show that neurons in both MT and MST integrate the motion of all directions in their responses to complex moving stimuli. These results with the motion of objects were in sound agreement with those previously reported with the use of random dot patterns for the study of transparent motion in MT and suggest that these neurons use similar computational mechanisms in the processing of object and global motion stimuli.

INTRODUCTION

A subset of neurons in the middle temporal visual area (MT) of monkey extrastriate cortex provides important motion information about large stimuli, such as random dot patterns (Newsome and Pare 1988; Qian and Andersen 1994; Snowden et al. 1991, 1992) and sinewave or squarewave gratings (Movshon et al. 1985; Rodman and Albright 1989; Stoner and Albright 1992, 1996). Recent studies have concentrated on the interaction of two such stimuli moving in the receptive field of a neuron by using either grating stimuli (Movshon et al. 1985; Rodman and Albright 1989) or random dot patterns (Qian and Andersen 1994; Snowden et al. 1991, 1992) and have shown that the introduction of a second stimulus can affect the response of most cells in MT. Qian and Andersen (1994) suggest that MT neurons suppress the inputs from local regions within the receptive field of the neuron that contain stimuli moving in opposite directions and Movshon et al. (1985) and Rodman and Albright (1989) have suggested that MT is the first cortical area in which different directions of motion of the individual components of a complex stimulus are combined to form a representation of the global motion of the stimulus.

In addition to processing information related to the perception of such global motion, MT provides the oculomotor system with the appropriate motion information to code smooth pursuit and saccadic eye movements to moving targets (Dursteler and Wurtz 1988; Dursteler et al. 1987; Erickson and Dow 1989; Komatsu and Wurtz 1988; Newsome et al. 1985; Yamazaki and Wurtz 1991). In contrast with the large pattern stimuli used in the experiments on global motion, these experiments on MT and its neighbor, MST, used isolated moving spots as targets. Neurons in these areas discharge in relation to pursuit eye movements and damage to these areas alters the control of pursuit. All of these oculomotor experiments used single pursuit targets and, in light of the striking interactions demonstrated between multiple global stimuli, we investigated the responses of neurons when two discrete spots of light moved through the receptive field. Because both MT and MST contribute to pursuit, we also determined whether or not these responses to spot stimuli changed between MT and MST. Comparison of the interactions between such object stimuli with the interactions between multiple larger field global stimuli should indicate whether or not processing is similar for the two types of stimuli. In short, can the same neuronal mechanisms account for the processing of two distinct types of motion information?

The results of this study indicate that most neurons in both MT and MST are strongly influenced by the presence of a second stimulus moving in a direction different from the first. The responses to the two-object stimuli were greatest when one of the two simultaneously presented stimuli moved in the best direction and smallest when one of the two stimuli moved in the null direction, yet were always greater than when a single stimulus moved in the non-null
direction. The magnitude of the response was directly related to the relative strength of single stimuli moving through the receptive field and could be accurately predicted by taking the average of the two single-object stimulus responses. The overall effects and the strength of the averaging prediction were stronger in MST than in MT. Thus single neurons in MT and MST weigh inputs across all directions of motion in generating their response to complex moving stimuli. We think these results are consistent with previous reports of modulation of MT neurons to either moving gratings (Movshon et al. 1985; Rodman and Albright 1989) or random dot patterns (Qian and Andersen 1994; Snowden et al. 1991), indicating that similar computational mechanisms are used in these cortical areas for the different stimuli.

A brief report of these results has appeared previously (Recanzone and Wurtz 1994).

METHODS

Behavioral tasks

We recorded single neurons from three hemispheres of two adult male rhesus monkeys (*Macaca mulatta*). The monkey sat in a primate chair facing a tangent screen placed 57.4 cm from the animal. Visual stimuli were back-projected onto the 100 x 100° screen using a video projector (Electrochrome, SVGA, 1024 x 768 pixel resolution). Individual pixels subtended a visual angle of 0.12° vertically and 0.13° horizontally. Images were created on an 80486-based PC with software specifically designed to generate moving stimuli and were presented at a rate of 72 Hz. Stimuli were brighter (1.8 cd/m²) than the background (0.2 cd/m²). Five different objects were used (circle, square, diamond, plus sign, and triangle) but only one type of object was used in recording from each neuron. Each object subtended a maximum visual angle of 1.8° and all were equal in luminance and size (equal numbers of pixels/stimulus). Objects were moved by displacing the illuminated pixels by one or two pixels between each frame in either the horizontal, vertical, or both directions. Stimuli moved at 1, 1.5, or 2 pixels/frame corresponding to ~9, ~13.5, or ~18°/s along the horizontal and vertical directions and 12, 18.5, or 25°/s along the obliques, respectively. For velocities at 1.5 pixels/frame the image would alternate between displacement of 1 and 2 pixels per frame. At these frame rates the perception by human observers was that these stimuli moved at a constant velocity. The particular object and the stimulus velocity chosen were those that elicited the most vigorous response during preliminary characterization of the cell’s receptive field and direction tuning properties.

Each monkey was trained to look at a projected fixation stimulus (0.5° square) for a variable period of time for a fluid reward. Eye position was recorded by using the magnetic search coil technique (Fuchs and Robinson 1966; Judge et al. 1980). The monkeys were rewarded for keeping their eyes within ±0.75° of the fixation stimulus. After acquiring the fixation target, there was a variable delay of 300–500 ms before one or two visual objects were presented in motion in a direction toward the center of the receptive field of the neuron under study (hereafter referred to as one-object and two-object stimuli). We attempted to locate the stimuli within the receptive field of the neuron at stimulus onset to avoid presenting the stimuli in the potentially inhibitory surround of the excitatory receptive field center (Allman et al. 1985; Tanaka et al. 1986). The stimulus objects were located within the receptive field at stimulus onset for all MST neurons and 29/48 MT neurons. The remaining MT neurons had the smallest receptive fields and the stimulus was initially presented outside of the excitatory receptive field boundary. The response properties of these neurons were analyzed separately and showed no statistically significant differences or apparent trends when compared with the remaining MT neurons on any aspect of this report, so all MT neurons were pooled.

The stimuli were located at the center of the receptive field 150 ms after stimulus onset. In the case of the two-object stimuli, the two objects merged to become completely overlapping, making a single object with the same dimensions and luminance as each individual stimulus for one video frame (Fig. 1) and then continued their trajectories through the receptive field to once again become two distinct objects. These stimuli gave the perception of two superimposed opaque objects moving across the visual field.

Stimuli consisted of a single stimulus in each of eight directions of motion (0, 45, 90, 135, 180, 225, 270, and 315°) and all possible combinations of two different directions (36 stimuli total). All stimuli were presented on randomly interleaved trials. A complete data set had a minimum of 8 completed trials for each of the 36 stimuli, but most commonly there were 10 correct trials for each stimulus, yielding a total of 288–360 total stimuli.

Physiological procedures

Before the behavioral training was initiated, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans in the sagittal and frontal planes were taken in each monkey to aid in aligning the recording cylinder and electrode reconstruction. Under general anesthesia a scleral search coil was implanted in each eye and a head holder was attached to the skull for restraining the head, following the procedures detailed in Duffy and Wurtz (1995). After the animal was trained on a visual discrimination task that was the focus of a different study, recording cylinders were implanted over the parietal cortex directly over MT and MST in the stereotaxic vertical plane. The head holder, cylinders, and plugs for the eye coils were embedded in a dental acrylic cap that covered the top of the skull. All materials
except the eye coil wire and eye coil connector were made of plastic or titanium to allow the MRI scans. All protocols were approved by the Institute Animal Care and Use Committee and complied with Public Health Service policy on the humane care and use of laboratory animals.

Horizontal and vertical eye position information was digitized at 500 Hz with a resolution of 0.1°. The experiments were controlled by a real-time experimental system (REX) (Hays et al. 1982), which was run on a PDP 11/73. Both target and eye position could be observed on-line and the digitized eye position and target position were stored for subsequent off-line analysis.

Tungsten microelectrodes were advanced into the brain toward MT and MST by using guide tubes positioned in a grid within the recording cylinder (Crist et al. 1988). Neuronal signals were amplified, filtered, and displayed on an oscilloscope and audio monitor by using conventional methods. Single neurons were isolated with a time-amplitude window discriminator (Bak). The occurrence of each action potential for each trial was time stamped at 1 kHz and stored for off-line analysis. Neurons selected for study met three criteria: 1) the activity of the neuron was altered by the presence of visual stimuli (but not necessarily moving stimuli) within the receptive field, 2) isolation was sufficient to be confident that only a single neuron was being recorded, and 3) the center of the receptive field was between 5 and 25° in eccentricity. This last criterion was necessary as these monkeys were also trained to perform a smooth pursuit eye movement and visual discrimination tasks as part of another study and were unable to do so for stimuli at eccentricities outside this range. Receptive fields were defined by using hand-manipulated spots, bars, and random dot patterns of light. Receptive field edges were defined as the locations in the visual field in which the neuron no longer responded to either stationary, flashed, or moving visual stimuli. The visual stimulation parameters were set such that the two-object stimuli intersected at the approximate geometric center of the receptive field estimated from these receptive field borders.

We identified MST and MT by their location and by the characteristics of the visual stimuli required to maximally alter their activity. MT cells responded best to small moving spots of light and had smaller receptive fields than MST cells, whereas MST cells usually responded slightly better to moving random dot patterns than to moving spots. Neurons with very large receptive fields that responded best to large random dot patterns similar to those described in the dorsal region of MST (MSTd) (Komatsu and Wurtz 1988; Tanaka and Saito 1989; Tanaka et al. 1989, 1993) were rarely encountered and the vast majority of our sample consisted of neurons characteristic of the lateral portion of MST (MSTl). However, we cannot exclude the possibility that some neurons located in the dorsal regions of MST are included in this sample.

At the end of the entire experimental series, the monkeys were deeply anesthetized with pentobarbital sodium and perfused with saline and 10% Formalin. Parasagittal sections through the region of the superior temporal sulcus were stained for cells with thionin or for fibers with a modified silver stain (Galvys 1979). MT was identified on the posterior bank by its dense myelination. Orientation for the general region of MST was provided by the region of dense myelination on the anterior bank. Drawings of the sections showed that the guide tubes were directed toward the superior temporal sulcus and that the electrode tracks passed through or below the densely myelinated area on the anterior bank (MST) and the myelinated area on the posterior bank (MT). The categorization of each cell as falling into MT or MST however, was based on the physiological criteria described above and was consistent with the cytoarchitectonic definition of these two cortical areas.

Single neuron analysis

Peristimulus time histograms were constructed with 3-ms time bins. All data presented here represent the first 300 ms after stimulus onset for those trials in which the monkey maintained fixation throughout the stimulus presentation sequence. The spontaneous activity was defined as the activity during the 300 ms preceding the onset of the moving visual stimuli while the monkey was fixating. This activity was subtracted from the subsequent driven activity unless otherwise noted in the text. The time window used for the visual response extended from stimulus onset for 300 ms. Stimulus onset was used as time 0 so that all neurons in our sample could be compared over the same time period.

The best direction for each neuron was defined as the direction of motion of the one-object stimulus that resulted in the largest number of action potentials. The null direction was defined as the direction of motion 180° from the best direction.

The suppression index (I_{supp}) was computed by using the formula provided by Snowden et al. (1991): $I_{supp} = 1 - \frac{[\text{response to the 2-object stimulus (best and null)}]}{[\text{response to the 1-object stimulus (best)}]}$.

The direction index (DI) was computed from the one-object stimuli by using the method of Baker et al. (1981): $DI = 1 - \frac{[\text{null direction response}]}{[\text{best direction response}]}$.

RESULTS

Interactions of two objects in the receptive field

A full dataset was obtained from 48 neurons in area MT and 67 neurons in area MST, in which at least eight trials of each of the 36 possible stimuli were presented while the monkey maintained fixation for the entire trial. The principal finding of this study is that two stimuli within the receptive field of a single neuron in MT and MST interact to produce a predictable increase or decrease in the response of the neuron. A typical example from an MT neuron is shown in Fig. 2. Each post stimulus time histogram (PSTH) shows the response of the neuron to stimuli moving in the direction indicated by the arrows. The PSTHs along the diagonal edge of the right represent the responses to the one-object stimuli. Inspection of these histograms shows that the addition of a second stimulus (PSTHs not on the diagonal) virtually always modulated the response of the neuron, as can be seen by comparing the responses along a single column or across a single row to the PSTH at the top of a column or the far right of a row.

Figure 3A shows polar plots of the same data to allow a comparison of the responses of the neuron to different sets of stimuli. The center polar plot shows the response of the neuron to each of the eight single stimuli (direction tuning curve). This neuron had its largest response at 45°. The other eight polar plots show the response of this neuron to two stimuli in motion, with one always in the direction indicated by the arrowhead along one radial arm of the plot, and the direction of the other stimulus indicated along the other seven arms of the polar plot. These plots show that the addition of a second stimulus had two major effects. First, when one of the two objects moved in the best direction (45° in Fig. 3A, top right), the response was consistently greater than the response to motion of single objects moving in the non-best direction. As the difference between the best direction and the non-best direction increased, the difference in the response between the one- and two-object stimuli increased. Second, when one of the two stimuli moved in the null direction (225° in Fig. 3A, bottom left), the response to the two-object stimuli was consistently smaller than the
one-object stimuli in these non-null directions. The same interactions occurred for the second neuron shown in Fig. 3B, but compared with the neuron in Fig. 3A the neuron in Fig. 3B showed a greater difference in the response when the reference stimulus moved in the best direction (270°, middle left) and was also somewhat greater when the reference stimulus moved in the null direction (90°, middle right) when compared with the responses to stimuli off the best-null axis. Most of the neurons showed interactions somewhere between these two examples where the response to the two-object stimulus was intermediate to the response to either of the two directions of motion presented singly.

**Comparison of MT and MST**

We saw these response modulations to two simultaneously presented stimuli throughout our sample of MT and MST neurons. Figure 4 shows examples of two single neurons from each area. In these polar plots, the dashed line shows the response to the one-object stimulus, the thin dashed circle indicates the response in the best direction, the heavy line shows the response for two-object stimuli when one object moved in the best direction, and the thin line shows the response for two-object stimuli when one object moved in the null direction. In the examples from both MT and MST, the presence of a stimulus moving in the best direction consistently resulted in a greater response compared with the response to a non-best stimulus alone, indicating that motion in the best direction increased the neuronal response relative to the object moving in a non-best direction. Similarly, the response when a second stimulus was moving in a non-best direction was nearly always less than that for the best direction alone. A similar case could usually be made for the decreased response for the two stimuli with one moving in the null direction. Both sets of plots also show that there was some variability across neurons, with some showing obvious modulation by the second stimulus, whereas others showed little or no obvious modulation (e.g., Fig. 4D).

These results indicate that there is an effect on the responses of both MT and MST neurons when more than one stimulus was presented simultaneously in the receptive field. To determine how consistently the neuronal responses were affected by the addition of a second stimulus, we created polar plots derived from the responses pooled across all neurons. The response of each neuron was plotted so that the best direction was positioned at 0° and all responses were normalized to the response to the one-object stimulus moving in the best direction. Figure 5 plots the averaged response across the sample of recorded neurons. The dashed line shows the response when only one stimulus was presented and the dark line shows the response to two-object stimuli when one object was moving in the best direction (A and C) or the null direction (B and D). The thin dashed circle has a radius equal to the response when a second stimulus was moving in a non-best direction to either the best direction alone (A and C) or the null direction alone (B and D).

Three points are clear for two-object stimuli when one object moved in the best direction (Fig. 5, A and C): 1) there was an increased response to the two-object stimuli compared with the one-object stimulus moving in the non-best direction in both MT and MST and the effect was significant for all directions ($P < 0.001$, paired $t$-test); 2) the absolute magnitude of the difference between the one-object and two-object stimuli increased as the difference in direc-
tical significance for all two-object stimuli in which one object was moving at \( \approx 90^\circ \) from the null direction. This reduction of the response was greater in MST than in MT for each direction and across all directions pooled [analysis of variance (ANOVA), \( P < 0.001 \)].

In summary, there was a clear interaction between different objects moving simultaneously through the receptive field of both MT and MST neurons compared with the one-object stimuli—a greater response when one object moved in the best direction and a smaller response when one of the two objects moved in the null direction, compared with the one-object stimuli presented off the best-null axis. The differences were greater in MST than in MT. This indicates that stimuli moving within the receptive field boundaries of these neurons can enhance or inhibit the activity to other moving stimuli, depending on the direction of motion of the two stimuli.

**Comparison of response magnitudes**

The magnitude of the responses to the combined stimulus motions may be related to the strength of the response of a given neuron to the best direction or to the null direction of stimulus motion. To test for this possibility for motion in the best direction, we compared the magnitude of the response to the combined stimuli with the responses to the non-best direction relative to the best direction presented alone. The scatter plots of this analysis are shown in Fig. 6. To obtain

![Fig. 3](image-url) Polar plots of 2 representative neurons. Comparison of responses to 1-object and 2-object stimuli for same neuron illustrated in Fig. 2 (A) and a 2nd MT neuron (B). Polar plots A and B (middle) show response to single stimuli moving in receptive field of neuron. Each subsequent plot shows response to 2-object stimuli, one moving in direction indicated on one arm of plot and one moving in direction indicated on other 7 arms of polar plot. Spontaneous activity averaged across trials was 0.4 and 1.3 spikes/300 ms for A and B, respectively. Each arm of plot has a length of 100 spikes.

![Fig. 4](image-url) Representative polar plots of 2 neurons from MT (A and B) and 2 from medial superior temporal area (MST) (C and D). Dashed line: response to a single object moving in receptive field of neuron. Thin line: response to 2 objects in receptive field when 1 object is moving in null direction. Heavy line: response to 2 objects in receptive field when 1 object is moving in best direction. Thin dashed circle: magnitude of response to single stimulus moving in best direction (183, 177, 140, and 83 spikes/s for A–D, respectively). These 4 examples are representative of range of responses observed across our sample of MT and MST neurons. Spontaneous activity of these neurons was 1.3, 26.3, 2.3, and 9.4 spikes/s for A–D, respectively.
Moving in the receptive field of these neurons would have a minimal effect on the response of the cell, particularly when the second object is moving at or near the null direction.

Mechanisms of two stimulus interactions

To determine what kinds of computations give rise to the responses observed in the two-object stimulus condition on the basis of the responses to each of the two stimuli presented alone, we considered four potential algorithms: summation, probability multiplication, vector addition, and averaging.

The first algorithm was to simply compare the sum of the responses to each of the two single objects in motion to the response when both objects were presented simultaneously. From a cursory inspection of the data it was clear that this algorithm would overestimate the response. For example, a simple summation would predict all responses in Fig. 5, A and C to be greater than the thin dashed circle (the response in the best direction) and all responses in Fig. 5, B and D to be greater than the thicker dashed line. Linear regression analysis was performed between two dependent variables (Mosteller et al. 1983) and the response summed for the two stimuli presented alone against the measured two-object stimulus. This analysis showed an overestimation of the response by a factor of 2.4 and 2.0 for area MT and MST, respectively (data not shown), although there was a statistically significant correlation between these two measures (r = 0.958 and 0.944 for MT and MST, respectively). The slope of these regression lines were 0.723 and 0.642 for MT and MST, respectively, and both crossed the y-axis near the origin.

These results indicate that the relative strength of the best stimulus moving in the best direction is linearly related to the magnitude of the response when the best direction stimulus is paired with one moving in a non-best direction. This further indicates that individual MT and MST neurons weigh inputs for stimuli moving in all directions and are not selectively responding to individual components of complex moving stimuli. If the latter were true, the effect of a second object moving in the receptive field of these neurons would have a minimal effect on the response of the cell, particularly when the second object is moving at or near the null direction.

FIG. 5. Polar plots representing response for 300 ms period beginning at stimulus onset averaged across all neurons recorded in area MT (A and B) and area MST (C and D). Dashed line: response to single-object stimuli. Dashed circle: maximal response to best direction alone (A and C) or null direction alone (B and D). Dark line: response to 2-object stimuli. Best direction of all neurons was normalized to 0° on plots and amplitude of responses is averaged activity for each neuron normalized by activity in best direction measured in 1-object condition. P-value from 1-tailed t-test: *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001.

FIG. 6. Regression analysis of response ratio between 2-object stimulus magnitude of the response when the best direction stimulus is and 1-object stimulus. A (area MT) and B (area MST) show ratio of response to a stimulus moving in best direction divided by response of paired with one moving in a non-best direction. These plots show effectiveness of two stimuli presented alone against the measured two-object stimulus. This analysis showed an overestimation of the response by a factor of 2.4 and 2.0 for area MT and MST, respectively (data not shown), although there was a statistically significant correlation between these two measures (r = 0.958 and 0.944 for MT and MST, respectively). The slope of these regression lines were 0.723 and 0.642 for MT and MST, respectively, and both crossed the y-axis near the origin.
cally significant correlation between the predicted and measured response \((r = 0.940 \text{ and } r = 0.952 \text{ for MT and MST, respectively; } P < 0.001 \text{ for both})\).

The second algorithm was a multiplicative one in which the probability of a neuronal response was calculated for each single object in 1-ms time bins and these probabilities were multiplied to predict the response when both stimuli were presented simultaneously. For this analysis the spontaneous activity was not subtracted in the calculation of the probability of the response, as the probability of a spontaneous response in 1-ms time bins was negligible even for the neurons with the highest overall spontaneous activity. We chose this method as we reasoned that if the response of a neuron was near saturation during a particular time period for both single-object stimuli, it would not be possible for the neuron to fire two action potentials within 1 ms as the summation algorithm produces. Thus, the prediction would be somewhat reduced from a simple summation algorithm and would be closer to the physiological membrane properties of these cortical neurons. For both MT and MST, there was a statistically significant, robust correlation between the predicted and observed responses. \((\text{Fig. 7, A and B; } r = 0.959; P < 0.001 \text{ for both MT and MST})\). Although the correlation is quite robust, it is clear that this method overestimates the actual response (slope of the regression line is 1.52 and 1.41 for MT and MST, respectively).

A third algorithm that seemed likely to replicate the responses of these neurons was vector addition. In this method, the response to each one-object stimulus was described as a vector with the length equal to the response of the neuron and direction equal to the direction of the stimulus. These vectors were then added and the length of the resultant vector was compared with the response measured when both stimuli were presented simultaneously. Figure 7, C and D show the correlation between these two values for MT and MST. Again, although there was a robust correlation that was statistically significant \((P < 0.001)\), this method consistently overestimated the response of the neuron when the two stimuli were presented together by a factor greater than two (slope = 2.54 and 2.92 for MT and MST, respectively).

The final potential algorithm we tested is that the neurons average the response of the two independent stimuli to produce the response when both are presented simultaneously. For this analysis, we summed the response from the two one-object stimuli and divided by two. We then compared this predicted value to the measured value when those two stimuli were presented simultaneously. Figure 7, E and F, shows the regression plots for all stimuli and all recorded neurons. The averaging method did accurately predict the responses that were observed in both MT and MST. The slope of the regression line for both MT and MST was very near 1.0, in contrast with the higher slopes seen with the multiplicative and vector addition regression analysis. This algorithm better predicted the responses of MT neurons than MST neurons (slope of the regression lines, 1.20 and 0.99; \(r = 0.940 \text{ and } 0.952; P < 0.001 \text{ for MT and MST, respectively})).

We further analyzed these data to determine whether the averaging method better predicted the neuronal response for neurons located in area MST as compared with area MT. Many of the responses in our sample had very low firing rates because we used all possible directions of motion, so we used an index that takes into account the overall firing of the cell: \((\text{predicted } – \text{measured}) / (\text{predicted } + \text{measured})\).

The results are shown in Fig. 8, where the mean and standard errors for all MT and MST neurons are shown for each two-object separation, as well as all two-object stimuli combined (Fig. 8, ALL). Statistical analysis between the two populations of neurons showed that the averaging method was consistently more accurate at predicting the response across the population of MST cells than for MT cells, although even in area MT the averaging method predicted the neuronal response very accurately.

Therefore, although all four algorithms predict responses that are well correlated with the measured response, only the averaging method accurately predicted the magnitude of the response. This prediction was more accurate across the population of neurons tested in cortical area MST than the population of neurons recorded in area MT. These data fur-

![FIG. 7. Regression analysis for spike rate predicted by using 3 different methods. All possible tests for 28 2-object stimuli (all of combinations with 2 separate moving stimuli, see Fig. 2) for all recorded neurons in a given area are shown in each plot. In each plot measured response is plotted on x-axis and predicted response is plotted on y-axis. Inset: equation for regression line, r-value, and P-value. A and B: regression analysis of measured response and predicted response on the basis of probability multiplication. C and D: regression analysis of measured response and predicted response on the basis of vector addition. E and F: regression analysis of measured response and predicted response based on averaging.](http://jn.physiology.org/forbidden/303/7/932910.png)
ther indicate that MT and MST neurons are influenced by the direction of all motion within their receptive fields.

Comparison to measures of random dot interactions

Previous studies of MT and MST using two random dot patterns moving in the best and null directions used a suppression index to describe these interactions (Qian and Andersen 1994; Snowden et al. 1991). To make a direct comparison between these two different classes of stimuli, we computed this suppression index for the response of all neurons tested in both MT and MST. This result is consistent with the above analysis that showed that the magnitude of the effect was related to the difference in the responses of the neuron to the two stimuli presented in isolation (Fig. 6). These results are also consistent with the results reported for random dot pattern stimuli (Qian and Andersen 1994; Snowden et al. 1991), indicating that similar stimulus interactions to these different classes of complex stimuli are present in these two cortical areas.

**DISCUSSION**

The presentation of two stimulus objects moving in different directions in the receptive field of MT and MST neurons modulated the response relative to the response to either object presented alone in the vast majority of neurons studied. There was a greater response to a stimulus moving in a direction other than the best direction when it was paired with a stimulus moving in the best direction. The increase in the response was significant for all directions of motion of the non-best stimulus and the magnitude increased as the sharply tuned neuron, the greater the suppression by a stimulus moving in the null direction. A similar statistically significant ($P < 0.05$) positive correlation was also observed in area MST neurons, which also had a greater slope of the regression line (0.295 and 0.705 for MT and MST, respectively).

These data indicate that the presence of a stimulus moving in the null direction does significantly suppress the response to a stimulus moving in the best direction across the sample of neurons tested in both MT and MST. This result is consistent with the above analysis that showed that the magnitude of the effect was related to the difference in the responses of the neuron to the two stimuli presented in isolation (Fig. 6).

**FIG. 9.** Suppression index for all studied neurons. Top: frequency distribution of suppression index for MT (A) and MST (B) when 2 stimuli are moving in best and null directions. Dashed vertical line: division between negative (left) and positive (right) values for suppression index. Inset: means and standard deviations. $P$-values taken from $t$-test against a population with a mean of 0 (no suppression). C and D: regression analysis between suppression index and direction index for each recorded neuron. Dashed line: difference between negative suppression index (below) and positive suppression index (above). Solid line: best fit linear regression; equation given in inset, along with $r$ and $P$ values.
difference in the directions of the two stimuli increased. The magnitude of the increased response was directly related to the relative responses of the neurons to the best and non-best stimuli presented in isolation. There was a decreased response to a stimulus moving in the non-null direction, when it was paired with a stimulus moving in the null direction. In MT, the decreased response did not reach significance unless the second stimulus added to the null direction moved in the best direction; whereas in MST the decrease was significant once the second stimulus direction differed from the null by 90°. These experiments show that neurons in both MT and MST integrate the motion of all directions in their response to complex moving stimuli. We will discuss the differences in these responses between MT and MST, the use of the average response as the best predictor for the responses, the comparison of these results with those for global motion, and their relevance for the oculomotor system.

Comparison of responses in MT and MST

We used the same experimental paradigms and the same stimulus conditions to investigate the responses in cortical areas MT and MST, which enabled us to see several key differences in the responses in these two cortical areas. The main difference between the samples of MT and MST neurons was that MST neurons showed greater and more consistent responses. For MT neurons, only stimuli moving in the best direction were statistically significantly affected by a stimulus also moving in the null direction. In contrast, neurons in area MST were affected by all directions except for those at <90° from the null direction. Thus although there is a small or no overt response to a stimulus moving in the null direction in area MST neurons, this stimulus can nonetheless exert a very powerful effect on the responsiveness of many cells to stimuli moving in other directions. This suggests that a difference between the response of neurons in MT and MST might be a stronger inhibitory response in MST. This strong inhibitory effect of stimuli moving in the null direction is consistent with the strong inhibitory responses recently suggested to play a role in the response of MSTd neurons to optic flow stimuli (Duffy and Wurtz 1997). The general similarity of the responses in MT and MST suggest that both MT and MST may well use a similar integrative mechanisms to create their responses to complex moving visual stimuli, but that inhibition may play a larger role in MST than in MT.

Another key difference between the MT and MST neurons was that the averaging algorithm was much more accurate in predicting the response of MST neurons than for MT neurons. This indicates that MST neurons are more strongly influenced by the motion of multiple components of a complex stimulus moving through the receptive field than are MT neurons.

Finally, the suppression index and the correlation between the suppression and direction indexes was greater for the sampled neurons in area MST than the sampled neurons in area MT as we will consider below.

Several factors in our experiments could potentially limit these results and their effects should be considered. The first question is whether the stimulus motion was centered on the receptive field of the neurons. At the start of the experiment, we determined the receptive field center and response preferences of the neuron to optimize the stimuli. Although we attempted to place the stimuli so that they were located at the geometric center of the receptive field at 150 ms after motion onset, the precise placement was likely to be slightly off-center in some neurons. Also the response profiles of MT neurons are not necessarily uniform throughout the excitatory receptive field (Raiguel et al. 1995). Neither of these factors should be critical for our results because comparisons were consistently made for the same stimuli presented either singly or in pairs. Thus if in a particular direction of motion the stimulus did not move through the peak active zone of the receptive field, that same stimulus was still the one paired with the second moving stimulus. Given the high percentage of neurons that showed similar effects when two stimuli were presented, it is likely that these responses are not affected by the precise location of the stimuli within the receptive field.

We also attempted to restrict the analysis to time periods in which the stimulus was within the receptive field of the neuron. This meant that the stimuli were presented within the receptive field at stimulus onset in the majority of neurons. However, 19 neurons in MT were too small for this to be accomplished and still had the stimulus at the center of the receptive field at 150 ms after stimulus onset. Separate analysis of these MT neurons showed no statistically significant differences in any aspect of the present report when compared with the remaining MT neurons. Given that evidence, the inclusion or exclusion of a potential onset response does not likely contribute to the overall result.

A final consideration is that the velocities of the stimuli were likely to be nonoptimal for many neurons. The activity of MT and MST neurons is known to be modulated by the velocity of the stimulus (Lagae et al. 1993, 1994; Maunsell and van Essen 1983; Tanaka et al. 1986). We only chose three different velocities based on the video display frame rate, and therefore were most likely presenting the stimulus at suboptimal velocities. Again, given that the comparisons were made between the one stimulus and the paired stimuli, it is unlikely that these differences in velocity would make a significant difference in the results.

Prediction of two-object stimulus responses

Four different algorithms were tested to determine the relationship of the two-object stimulus responses on the basis of the single-object stimulus responses: a summation, multiplication, vector addition, and the average of the responses to each of the two single-object stimuli. The averaging method was the most accurate at predicting the response to the two-object stimuli of the four tested. Simple summation, multiplication of the response probabilities at the two different directions, and a vector addition of the two single-object stimuli all overestimated the two-object stimulus response. These procedures assume that the responses to the two stimuli are independent processes and the overestimation of the actual response by this method indicates that the inputs coding different directions of stimulus motion to individual MT and MST neurons are dependent on each other. Similar types of studies, that use either random dot patterns or two stimuli moving in the best direction at different locations within
TWO-OBJECT STIMULI IN MT AND MST

The responses of area MT neurons to two moving gratings are also consistent with an averaging algorithm (Movshon et al. 1985; Stoner and Albright 1992). Our single-object stimuli give rise to a strong perception of two distinct objects moving in different directions, which is most similar to the noncoherent gratings that give rise to the component type of response in area MT (Stoner and Albright 1992). The averaging algorithm using single objects moving at 135° from each other would produce the bilobed tuning function, similar to that described for component neurons. As the averaging prediction was more robust for neurons in area MST, it will be interesting to determine if there is a difference between neurons in these two cortical areas when the perception of the stimuli is one of a single moving large object, for example a shift from the component type to the pattern type of responses observed to noncoherently and coherently moving grating stimuli (Stoner and Albright 1992).

Effect on oculomotor control

The results of this study, along with those using larger global motion stimuli, suggest that the responses of MT and
MST neurons can best be predicted by an average of the response to the individually perceived components. Although such averaging is a potentially useful mechanism for the perception of complex moving and overlapping stimuli, the averaging would seem to provide a less reliable signal to the oculomotor system for the control of pursuit and saccadic eye movements to moving targets. If MT and MST neurons did not integrate the responses for objects moving in different directions through the receptive field, i.e., if they were purely "direction X" feature detectors, the signal to the oculomotor system would be very reliable regardless of the number of potential targets. In this case, the ability to segment larger stimulus features and to integrate appropriate local signals that exist as large objects move across each other would clearly suffer. The use of a single neuronal process for integrating these different moving stimuli should result in some sacrifice by the oculomotor system to perform an important and difficult task, the perception of relative motion of larger objects.

An alternative possibility is that the oculomotor system determines the direction and velocity of moving objects by a population response. In the case of the two-object stimulus, those neurons that have receptive field centers near the intersection points would be most affected and the response would be near the average of the response to the two individual components presented singly. However, other cortical neurons would have receptive field centers away from the intersection of the objects and would therefore have only one stimulus in the receptive field and in some cases moving in the best direction. Thus although the usually most robustly responding neurons would have an altered responses, the surrounding, usually less robustly responding neurons would be providing less ambiguous information. If a winner-take-all method is used to determine the direction of motion of the two objects, as has been suggested to account for behavioral choice between two different directions of motion of random dot stimuli (Salzman and Newsome 1994), the oculomotor processing may not suffer as much as may be predicted.

The limited evidence of the effects of two or more objects moving on the oculomotor response suggests that multiple objects do impact the latency, accuracy, and velocity of saccadic and smooth pursuit eye movements. Measurements of eye movements to two objects moving in a nonoverlapping manner when only one object is the target for a pursuit eye movement do show a significant increase in saccade latency (Ferrera and Lisberger 1995). Preliminary data from our laboratory indicates that there is a significant impact on the latency, accuracy, and initial velocity of pursuit and saccadic eye movements that use the same type of intersecting objects moving in different directions through the receptive field (Recanzone and Wurtz, unpublished observations). Such pursuit might be referred to as averaging pursuit in analogy to the averaging saccades that are made to a location between two adjacent stationary targets (Findlay 1982). A recent report also showed that microstimulation in area MT affects smooth pursuit in the macaque consistent with a vector averaging of the neuronal population response (Groh et al. 1997). These authors suggest that an averaging across the population of responding neurons drives motor behavior, such as smooth pursuit and saccadic eye movements, whereas a winner-take-all mechanism would be used for a categorical perception. The data of this report support that hypothesis.
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